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The purpose of this department is to give sufficient information about the subject matter of each publica-
tion to enable users to decide whether to read it. It is our intention to cover all books, articles, and other
materials in the field.
Books for abstracting and eventual review should be sent to this department. Materials should be
sent to Sloan Evans Despeaux, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, Western Carolina
University, Cullowhee, NC 28723, U.S.A. (e-mail: despeaux@wcu.edu).
Readers are invited to send reprints, autoabstracts, corrections, additions, and notices of publications
that have been overlooked. Be sure to include complete bibliographic information, as well as translit-
eration and translation for non-European languages. We need volunteers willing to cover one or more
journals for this department.
In order to facilitate reference and indexing, entries are given abstract numbers which appear at the
end following the symbol #. A triple numbering system is used: the first number indicates the volume, the
second the issue number, and the third the sequential number within that issue. For example, the abstracts
for Volume 20, Number 1, are numbered: 20.1.1, 20.1.2, 20.1.3, etc.
For reviews and abstracts published in Volumes 1 through 13 there are an author index in Volume 13,
Number 4, and a subject index in Volume 14, Number 1.
The initials in parentheses at the end of an entry indicate the abstractor. In this issue there are ab-
stracts by Francine F. Abeles (Union, NJ), Ivor Grattan-Guinness (Middlesex), Elena Anne Marchisotto
(Northridge, CA), Gary Stoudt (Indiana, PA), Kim Plofker, and Sloan Evans Despeaux.
General (multi-period/multi-cultural works, proceedings, collections, encyclopaedias, etc.)
Archibald, Thomas; and Charbonneau, Louis. Mathematics in Canada before 1945: A preliminary survey, in
#33.3.27, pp. 141–182. (SED) #33.3.1
Barker, Peter; Bowen, Alan C.; Chabás, José; Freudenthal, Gad; and Langermann, Y. Tzvi, eds. Astronomy and
Astrology from the Babylonians to Kepler: Essays Presented to Bernard R. Goldstein on the Occasion of his 65th
Birthday, Part I, Centaurus 45 (1–4) (2003), vi+329 pp. A collection of essays on mathematical astronomy and as-
trology in historical contexts ranging from ancient Mesopotamian through Hellenistic, Byzantine, Islamic, Hebrew,
and medieval and early modern Latin science. The essays are abstracted separately as #33.3.8; #33.3.29; #33.3.30;
#33.3.32; #33.3.38; #33.3.42; #33.3.44; #33.3.46; #33.3.48; #33.3.57; #33.3.61; #33.3.69; #33.3.72; #33.3.74;
#33.3.76; #33.3.75; #33.3.77; #33.3.79; #33.3.81; and #33.3.89. (KP) #33.3.2
Becˇvárˇová, Martina. Euclid’s Elements in the Czech lands, NTM (N.S.) 13 (3) (2005), 156–167. Surveys the
history of translations of the Elements into Czech, their pedagogical motivations, and the scholars who produced
them. (KP) #33.3.3
Boas, Harold P. Reflections on the arbelos, American Mathematical Monthly 113 (3) (2006), 236–249. The
author reflects on the history and mathematics of the arbelos, a region bounded by three semicircles. (SED) #33.3.40315-0860/2006 Published by Elsevier Inc.
doi:10.1016/j.hm.2006.05.003
378 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 33 (2006) 377–394Boniolo, Giovanni; Budinich, Paolo; and Trobok, Majda, eds. The Role of Mathematics in Physical Sciences:
Interdisciplinary and Philosophical Aspects, Dordrecht: Springer, 2005, x+244 pp. A collection of essays on the
relationship between mathematics and the physical sciences and its implications for contemporary physics. Some of
the essays treat historical questions and are listed here as #33.3.11; #33.3.12; #33.3.34; and #33.3.175. (KP) #33.3.5
Bowen, Alan C. See #33.3.2.
Boyer, Christian. Some notes on the magic squares of squares problem, Mathematical Intelligencer 27 (2)
(2005), 52–64. “Can a 3 × 3 magic square be constructed with nine distinct square numbers?” This opening question
whose answer is unknown is an archetypical problem whose history from the 18th century onward is traced in this
article. In the early period, the author discusses the work of P. de Fermat, L. Euler, A. M. Legendre, E. Lucas, and
G. Pfeffermann, with links to the theory of quaternions, the four-square theorem, and Cauchy’s theorem that every
positive integer is a sum of at most n-gonal numbers. The work of 20th- and 21st-century mathematicians on n × n
magic squares of squares, on bimagic, trimagic, tetramagic, pentamagic squares, on n × n × n magic cubes, and on
bimagic, trimagic, and tetramagic cubes is described and includes the author’s impressive contributions. An extensive
bibliography is included as well as 10 open problems and images of papers and letters related to the topic. See the
review by E. Keith Lloyd in Mathematical Reviews 2149145 (2006d:01012). (FA/GSS) #33.3.6
Budinich, Paolo. See #33.3.5.
Chabás, José. See #33.3.2.
Charbonneau, Louis. See #33.3.1.
Chen-Morris, Raz. See #33.3.9; and #33.3.10.
Cormack, Lesley B. Mathematics and empire: The military impulse and the scientific revolution, in #33.3.26,
pp. 181–204. #33.3.7
Dorland, Tamera. See #33.3.26.
Freudenthal, Gad. “Instrumentalism” and “realism” as categories in the history of astronomy: Duhem vs. Popper,
Maimonides vs. Gersonides, in #33.3.2, pp. 227–248. Surveys the history of the metatheoretical debate between
“instrumentalist” (or “saving the phenomena”) and “realist” concepts of astronomy, a debate foregrounded by the
historians of science Pierre Duhem and Karl Popper. The author traces roots of these concepts in ancient Greek
philosophy and medieval science. (KP) #33.3.8
Freudenthal, Gad. See also #33.3.2.
Gal, Ofer; and Chen-Morris, Raz. The archaeology of the inverse square law. I. Metaphysical images and math-
ematical practices, History of Science 43 (4) (2005), 391–414. This paper and its second part (#33.3.10) explore the
inverse square law before Newton applied it to celestial mechanics. (SED) #33.3.9
Gal, Ofer; and Chen-Morris, Raz. The archaeology of the inverse square law. II. The use and non-use of mathe-
matics, History of Science 44 (1) (2006), 49–68. See #33.3.9. (SED) #33.3.10
Giorello, Giulio; and Sinigaglia, Corrado. Oliver Heaviside’s “dinner”: Algebraic imagination and geometrical
rigour, in #33.3.5, pp. 11–32. #33.3.11
Gómez Pin, Victor. Quantum physics and mathematical debates concerning the problem of the ontological pri-
ority between continuous quantity and discrete quantity, in #33.3.5, pp. 33–42. #33.3.12
Grattan-Guinness, Ivor. History or heritage? An important distinction in mathematics and for mathematics edu-
cation, in #33.3.27, pp. 7–22. #33.3.13
Grattan-Guinness, Ivor, ed. Landmark Writings in Western Mathematics 1640–1940, Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2005,
1022 pp., hardcover. A survey by a variety of experts of 89 mathematical works covering the 300 years from the
publication of Descartes’ Géometrie. See the review by Fernando Q. Gouvêa at MAA Reviews and by Victor V.
Pambuccian in Mathematical Reviews 2169816 (2006e:01001). (SED) #33.3.14
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viii+343 pp. A collection of biographical and historical essays on scientists of Cambridge University. Papers relating
to mathematics and physics are listed separately as #33.3.97; #33.3.123; #33.3.133; #33.3.136; #33.3.140; #33.3.160;
#33.3.162; #33.3.165; #33.3.166; #33.3.167; #33.3.171; and #33.3.182. (KP) #33.3.15
Hawking, Stephen, ed. God Created the Integers: The Mathematical Breakthroughs That Changed History,
Philadelphia, PA: Running Press, 2005, 1160 pp., hardcover. This sourcebook with commentary from Hawking in-
cludes excerpts from Euclid, Archimedes, Heath, Boole, Riemann, Weierstrass, Dedekind, Cantor, Lebesgue, Gödel,
and Turing. See the review by Fernando Q. Gouvêa at MAA Reviews. (SED) #33.3.16
Hibner Koblitz, Ann. Mathematics and gender: Some cross-cultural observations, in #33.3.27, pp. 329–346.
(SED) #33.3.17
Jørgensen, Klaus Frovin. See #33.3.22.
Kinyon, Michael. See #33.3.27.
Kislev, V. Yu., Cooperative games: Historical problems, modern theory, Mathematical Intelligencer 27 (3)
(2005), 33–40. An application of two methods of cooperative game theory, the Shapely method (1953) and the nucle-
olus method (1975), to two problems, one dating from the Middle Ages, the other from the time of the Babylonian
Talmud. The author shows that the original solution to the first problem of dividing a harvest between the landowner
and the harvesters, sharing by halves, is supported by both methods. The intuitive solution to the second problem of
dividing an estate among three widows when the sum of their claims exceeds the estate’s value favors the nucleolus
method. (FA) #33.3.18
Krantz, Steven G. Mathematical Apocrypha Redux: More Stories and Anecdotes of Mathematicians and the
Mathematical, Washington, DC: Mathematical Association of America, 2005, x+295 pp. A sequel to the author’s
2002 Mathematical Apocrypha (Mathematical Reviews 1918107), containing more anecdotes and stories about math-
ematics and its practitioners, many drawn from the author’s own experiences with mathematicians of the present day.
See the review by Michael Berg at MAA Online [http://www.maa.org/reviews/apocrypharedux.html]. (KP) #33.3.19
Langermann, Y. Tzvi. See #33.3.2.
Livio, Mario. The Equation That Couldn’t Be Solved: How Mathematical Genius Discovered the Language of
Symmetry, New York: Simon & Schuster, 2005, 368 pp., hardcover. This multifaceted book brings to the general
reader an examination of the role of symmetry in mathematics and physics, both ancient and modern. See the review
by Darren Glass at MAA Reviews. (SED) #33.3.20
Mahoney, Michael S. Charting the globe and tracking the heavens: Navigation and the sciences in the early
modern era, in #33.3.26, pp. 221–232. #33.3.21
Mancosu, Paolo; Jørgensen, Klaus Frovin; and Pedersen, Stig Andur, eds. Visualization, Explanation and Rea-
soning Styles in Mathematics, Dordrecht: Springer, 2005, x+300 pp. Collected papers from the meeting “Mathematics
as Rational Activity” held at Roskilde University, Roskilde, November 1–3, 2001. The papers on history of mathe-
matics are abstracted separately as #33.3.31; #33.3.35; and #33.3.64. (KP) #33.3.22
Mansuy, Roger. Histoire de martingales [The origins of the word “martingale”], Mathématiques et Sciences
Humaines. Mathematics and Social Sciences 169 (2005), 105–113. This article seeks to find the common etymol-
ogy of the various meanings (including mathematical) of the word “martingale.” See the review by Pierre Crépel in
Mathematical Reviews 2135182 (2006d:60008). (GSS) #33.3.23
Mitton, Simon. See #33.3.15.
Mollin, R. A. Cryptography—A brief history, Cubo 6 (1) (2004), 23–44. A survey of cryptographic ideas from
earliest history to modern applications in information security. (KP) #33.3.24
Odinets, V. P. Sketches for the History of Mathematics [in Russian], Syktyvkar: Komi Gosudarstvennyı˘ Peda-
gogicheskiı˘ Institut, 2005, 231 pp. A general history of mathematics from the earliest number systems to the 20th
century. Also contains a section on the history of mathematics in Russia and many pictures. See the review by Solomon
Marcus in Mathematical Reviews 2167796 (2006d:01002). (GSS) #33.3.25
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Sinigaglia, Corrado. See #33.3.11.
Steele, Brett D.; and Dorland, Tamera, eds. The Heirs of Archimedes: Science and the Art of War through the Age
of Enlightenment, Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2005. A collection of essays on the relationships between scien-
tific knowledge and military practice during the early modern era. Those essays concerning the history of mathematics
are listed here separately as #33.3.7; #33.3.21; and #33.3.82. (SED) #33.3.26
Trobok, Majda. See #33.3.5.
Van Brummelen, Glen; and Kinyon, Michael, eds. Mathematics and the Historian’s Craft: The Kenneth O. May
Lectures, New York: Springer, 2005, xvi+357 pp. A collection of Kenneth May Lectures presented at the annual
meetings of the Canadian Society for History and Philosophy of Mathematics. Some of these papers are abstracted
here separately as #33.3.62; #33.3.94; #33.3.113; #33.3.118; #33.3.129; and #33.3.180. The rest are listed as #33.3.1;
#33.3.13; #33.3.17; #33.3.109; #33.3.130; and #33.3.178. (KP/SED) #33.3.27
Zabell, S. L. Symmetry and its Discontents: Essays on the History of Inductive Probability, Cambridge: Cam-
bridge Univ. Press, 2005, 288 pp. This collection of essays by Zabell concerns the history and philosophy of statistics
and probability. Discussions of the contributions of Buffon, Price, Laplace, W. E. Johnson, De Moivre, Ramsey,
R. A. Fisher, and Alan Turing are included. (SED) #33.3.28
See also: #33.3.31.
Babylonia
Brack-Bernsen, Lis. The path of the moon, the rising points of the sun, and the oblique great circle on the
celestial sphere, in #33.3.2, pp. 16–31. Reconstructs a possible course for the establishment of the ecliptic or apparent
orbit of the sun as a great circle oblique to the celestial equator, using a combination of Greek spherical models with
Babylonian observational data and a possible arithmetic procedure for computing rising-times. (KP) #33.3.29
Britton, John P. On corrections for solar anomaly in Babylonian lunar theories, in #33.3.2, pp. 46–58. The author
shows that an apparently unnecessarily complicated procedure in the Babylonian System B of lunar theory may have
been motivated by attempts to improve the calculation of solar anomaly. (KP) #33.3.30
Høyrup, Jens. Tertium non datur: On reasoning styles in early mathematics, in #33.3.22, pp. 91–121. Charac-
terizes the types of reasoning utilized in Old Babylonian mathematics and examines their relation in particular to the
demonstrative mathematics of Euclidean geometry. (KP) #33.3.31
Rochberg, Francesca. Lunar data in Babylonian horoscopes, in #33.3.2, pp. 32–45. This paper explores the
recording in Babylonian nativity predictions or protohoroscopes of data about lunar phenomena, including phenom-
ena not directly connected to the birth date. It is suggested that this may be influenced by the traditional ominous
significance of the moon’s synodic phases. (KP) #33.3.32
India
Sah, A. K. Indian method for finding square root of a number, Gan
.
ita-Bha¯ratı¯ 26 (1–4) (2004), 173–180. This
paper discusses this method of finding the square root of natural numbers, based on the works of Indian scholars of
the medieval period. See the review by S. L. Singh in Mathematical Reviews 2167899 (2006d:01010). (GSS) #33.3.33
Singh, Navjyoti. Classical Indian mathematical thought in the context of the theories of matter and mind, in
#33.3.5, pp. 55–72. #33.3.34
See also: #33.3.127.
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Chemla, Karine. The interplay between proof and algorithm in 3rd century China: The operation as prescrip-
tion of computation and the operation as argument, in #33.3.22, pp. 123–145. An examination of the algorithmic
procedures in the commentary of Liu Hui’s third-century CE commentary on the geometry of circles in the ancient
Chinese mathematical text, The Nine Chapters. Liu Hui used successions of regular polygons to evaluate and justify
the formulas in the text. (KP) #33.3.35
Islamic/Islamicate
Alexandrin, Elizabeth. Éléments de bibliographie sur Nas
.
ı¯r al-Dı¯n T
.
u¯sı¯ [General bibliography of Nas
.
ı¯r al-Dı¯n
T
.
u¯sı¯], in #33.3.51, pp. 207–213. (KP) #33.3.36
Ashk-E Shirin, E.; and Rahmani, H. Bibliography on Nas
.
ı¯r al-Dı¯n T
.
u¯sı¯ [in Persian], in #33.3.51, pp. 71–118
(Arabic pp.). (KP) #33.3.37
Berggren, J. L.; and Van Brummelen, Glen. Al-Samaw’al versus al-Ku¯hı¯ on the depression of the horizon, in
#33.3.2, pp. 116–129. The 10th-century geometer al-Ku¯hı¯ gave the first known treatment of the problem of the dip
angle to the horizon. The authors discuss the criticism of this treatment by al-Samaw’al in the 12th century and his
proposed alternative solution, with an edition and translation of the relevant excerpt from al-Samaw’al. (KP) #33.3.38
Chalhoub, Sami. Die Algebra [Algebra: The Kitab al-Gabr wal-muqabala of Abu Kamil Soga ibn Aslam],
Aleppo: University of Aleppo, Institute for the History of Arabic Science, 2004. This work presents the Arabic text
with a German translation of Kitab al-Gabr wal-muqabala of Abu Kamil. It also contains a commentary which is a
translation into symbolic algebra. See the review by Jens Høyrup in Mathematical Reviews 2128341 (2006d:01009).
(GSS) #33.3.39
Daftary, Farhad. Nas
.
ı¯r al-Dı¯n al-T
.
u¯sı¯ and the Isma‘ilis of the Alamu¯t period, in #33.3.51, pp. 59–67. (KP)
#33.3.40
Fesharaki, M. The innovations of Khwa¯ja Nas
.
ı¯r in Persian metrics [in Persian], in #33.3.51, pp. 57–70
(Arabic pp.). (KP) #33.3.41
Glasner, Ruth. Gersonides’ unusual position on “position,” in #33.3.2, pp. 249–263. Suggests that Gersonides’
apparently contradictory views on celestial position (described both as invariant under rotation and as changing due
to rotation) may be explained as part of an attempt to reconcile the philosophical views of Avicenna and Averroes on
position as a category. (KP) #33.3.42
Kennedy, E. S. See #33.3.56.
Kheirandish, Elaheh. A report on Iran’s “jewel” codices of T
.
u¯sı¯’s Kutub al-Mutawassit
.
a¯t, in #33.3.51,
pp. 131–143. (KP) #33.3.43
Kunitzsch, Paul; and Langermann, Y. Tzvi. A star table from medieval Yemen, in #33.3.2, pp. 159–174. An
edition of the star-list of the astronomical handbook of the 13th-century Yemeni astronomer al-Fa¯risı¯, accompanied
by observations on other aspects of al-Fa¯risı¯’s work and on the lunar mansions in other Yemeni sources, both Muslim
and Jewish. (KP) #33.3.44
Landolt, Hermann. Khwa¯ja Nas
.
ı¯r al-Dı¯n al-T
.
u¯sı¯ (597/1201–672/1274), Isma¯‘ilism, and Ishra¯qı¯ philosophy, in
#33.3.51, pp. 13–30. (KP) #33.3.45
Langermann, Y. Tzvi. See #33.3.44.
Lévy, Tony. Immanuel Bonfils (XIVe s.): Fractions décimales, puissances de 10 et opérations arithmétiques
[Immanuel Bonfils (fourteenth century): Decimal fractions, powers of 10 and arithmetical operations], in #33.3.2,
pp. 284–304. Examines the work on decimal arithmetic of the 14th-century astronomer and mathematician Immanuel
ben Jacob, with an edition of its known Hebrew manuscripts. The author discusses the possible links between Im-
manuel’s text and earlier work on decimal fractions. (KP) #33.3.46
382 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 33 (2006) 377–394Lorch, Richard, ed. Al-Fargha¯nı¯ on the Astrolabe, Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag, 2005, vi+447 pp. The first
critical edition of al-Fargha¯nı¯’s Arabic text on the astrolabe, a ninth-century treatise containing the oldest known
description of astrolabe construction. The edited Arabic text (including al-Fargha¯nı¯’s tables) is accompanied by an
English translation and mathematical commentary. (KP) #33.3.47
Mancha, J. L. Right ascensions and hippopedes: Homocentric models in Levi ben Gerson’s Astronomy. I. First
anomaly, in #33.3.2, pp. 264–283. Provides an edition, with English translation and commentary, of the 22nd chapter
of the Latin version of the Astronomy of Gersonides (ben Gerson), discussing the use of homocentric models to
represent planetary motions. (KP) #33.3.48
Masoumi-Hamedani, H. The teacher of teachers [in Persian], in #33.3.51, pp. 1–38 (Arabic pp.). (KP) #33.3.49
Melikian-Chirvani, Assadullah Souren. Khwa¯je Nas
.
ı¯r and the Iranian past, in #33.3.51, pp. 69–104. (KP)
#33.3.50
Pourjavady, N.; and Vesel, Ž., eds. Nas
.
ı¯r al-Dı¯n T
.
u¯sı¯, philosophe et savant du XIIIe siècle [Nas
.
ı¯r al-Dı¯n T
.
u¯sı¯,
thirteenth-century philosopher and scholar]. Proceedings of the colloquium held at the Université de Téhéran, Tehran,
March 6–9, 1997 (Bibliothèque Iranienne 54), Tehran: Presses Universitaires d’Iran, 2000, x+217+118 (Arabic)+viii
(Arabic) pp. Collected essays on the 13th-century Iranian astronomer al-T
.
u¯sı¯. The 18 papers in this collection include
those listed separately as #33.3.36; #33.3.37; #33.3.40; #33.3.41; #33.3.43; #33.3.45; #33.3.49; #33.3.50; #33.3.52;
#33.3.53; #33.3.54; #33.3.55; #33.3.56; #33.3.58; and #33.3.59. (KP) #33.3.51
Pourjavady, N. Aws
.
a¯f al ashra¯f [in Persian], in #33.3.51, pp. 39–56 (Arabic pp.). (KP) #33.3.52
Ragep, F. Jamil. The Persian context of the T
.
u¯sı¯ couple, in #33.3.51, pp. 113–130. (KP) #33.3.53
Rahmani, H. See #33.3.37.
Richard, Francis. Les “portraits” de Nas
.
ı¯r al-Dı¯n T
.
u¯sı¯ [The “portraits” of Nas
.
ı¯r al-Dı¯n T
.
u¯sı¯], in #33.3.51,
pp. 199–205. (KP) #33.3.54
Sadjed-Orsini, Sima. La lettre de Nas
.
ı¯r T
.
u¯sı¯ à Malik al-Na¯s
.
ir [The letter of Nas
.
ı¯r T
.
u¯sı¯ to Malik al-Na¯s
.
ir], in
#33.3.51, pp. 191–198. (KP) #33.3.55
Saliba, George. The spherical case of the T
.
u¯sı¯ couple, in #33.3.51, pp. 105–111. (KP) #33.3.56
Smith, A. Mark. Ptolemy, Alhacen, and Ibn Mu‘adh and the problem of atmospheric refraction, in #33.3.2,
pp. 100–115. Ptolemy’s theory of atmospheric refraction as described in his Optics established the framework for
subsequent attempts to deal with the phenomenon in Islamic and Renaissance science. However, it failed to provide
a way of quantifying the effect or to deal convincingly with pseudo-effects such as the “moon illusion.” Alhacen
(Ibn al-Haytham) and his younger contemporary Ibn Mu‘adh substantially expanded the subject with their refraction
models. (KP) #33.3.57
Tourkin, Sergei. Copies of Nas
.
ı¯r al-Dı¯n al-T
.
u¯sı¯’s treatise on the astrolabe and commentaries on it in the manu-
script collection of the Institute of Oriental Studies, St. Petersburg, in #33.3.51, pp. 177–189. (KP) #33.3.58
Tourkin, Sergei. Bibliography on al-Tu¯sı¯ (works in Russian), in #33.3.51, pp. 215–218. (KP) #33.3.59
Van Brummelen, Glen. See #33.3.38.
Vesel, Ž. See #33.3.51.
See also: #33.3.8; #33.3.57; #33.3.76; #33.3.72; #33.3.77; and #33.3.81.
Other Non-Western
Normile, Dennis. History of mathematics: “Amateur” proofs blend religion and scholarship in ancient Japan,
Science 307 (5716) (2005), 1715–1716. Discusses the wooden tablets called sangaku produced by amateur mathe-
maticians who were a part of Japan’s indigenous mathematical tradition. (SED) #33.3.60
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Bowen, Alan C. Cleomedes and the measurement of the Earth: A question of procedures, in #33.3.2, pp. 59–68.
What was the goal of the third-century Stoic philosopher Cleomedes in describing the attempts of Eratosthenes and
Posidonius to determine the size of the earth? The author argues that the chief philosophical point was to illustrate
what constitutes valid knowledge. (KP) #33.3.61
Duke, Dennis. See #33.3.63.
Jones, Alexander. Ptolemy’s mathematical models and their meaning, in #33.3.27, pp. 23–42. This paper dis-
cusses the relationship between Ptolemy’s mathematical models of planetary motion and the physical phenomena they
describe. See the review by E. J. Barbeau in Mathematical Reviews 2149142 (2006d:01005). (GSS) #33.3.62
Jones, Alexander; and Duke, Dennis. Ptolemy’s planetary mean motions revisited, Centaurus 47 (3) (2005), 226–
235. Analyzes the mean motion parameters of Ptolemy’s Almagest and shows that they were derived from modified
Babylonian planetary period relations, rather than directly from Ptolemy’s own observations. (KP) #33.3.63
Netz, Reviel. The aesthetics of mathematics: A study, in #33.3.22, pp. 251–293. A structuralist analysis of where
beauty may be found in ancient Greek geometrical texts. The author attempts to establish aesthetics as a domain in
philosophy of mathematics independent of epistemology, appealing to the linguistic theory of Roman Jakobson. See
the review by Robert S. D. Thomas in Mathematical Reviews 2168066. (EAM) #33.3.64
Netz, Reviel. The Transformation of Mathematics in the Early Mediterranean World: From Problems to Equa-
tions, Cambridge, Cambridge Univ. Press, 2004, 208 pp. By looking at the journey of a problem posed by Archimedes,
Netz examines changes in the practice of mathematics. (SED) #33.3.65
Nikolantonakis, K. Les lemmes de la Collection mathématique de Pappus d’Alexandrie et les traités de La
section du cylinder et La section du cone de Sérénus d’Antinoé. [The lemmas of the Mathematical Collection of
Pappus of Alexandria and the treatises On the Section of a Cylinder and On the Section of a Cone of Serenus of
Antinoeia], Gan
.
ita-Bha¯ratı¯ 26 (1–4) (2004), 1–26. This work argues that nine Propositions from Book VII and five
Propositions from Book VI of Pappus’s Collection and the works On the Section of a Cylinder and On the Section of a
Cone from Serenus of Antinoeia are from the same tradition. See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Mathematical
Reviews 2167892 (2006d:01006). (GSS) #33.3.66
Pengelley, David; and Richman, Fred. Did Euclid need the Euclidean algorithm to prove unique factorization?
American Mathematical Monthly 113 (3) (2006), 196–105. An exploration of if and how the algebraic greatest com-
mon divisor property plays a part in Euclid’s proof of Euclid’s Lemma. (SED) #33.3.67
Richman, Fred. See #33.3.67.
Sidoli, Nathan. Heron’s Dioptra 35 and analemma methods: An astronomical determination of the distance
between two cities, Centaurus 47 (3) (2005), 236–258. A new study of Heron’s procedure for using simultaneous
lunar eclipse observations and spherical models to determine differences in terrestrial longitude between two locations.
Argues that Heron’s work summarizes some longer text relying heavily on the projective methods of the analemma.
(KP) #33.3.68
Tihon, Anne. Une table grecque de vitesse lunaire (Laurentianus 28/26) [A Greek table of lunar motion (Lau-
rentianus 28/26)], in #33.3.2, pp. 83–99. An edition and analysis of a “supplementary” table appearing in a Greek
manuscript of Ptolemy’s Handy Tables, but different from the tables described in Ptolemy’s text. This additional table
deals with lunar motion, but apparently not according to Ptolemy’s lunar model. (KP) #33.3.69
Tybjerg, Karin. Hero of Alexandria’s mechanical geometry, Apeiron 37 (4) (2004), 29–56. Discussion of how
Hero’s geometry, as presented in his Metrica, Mechanics, and Dioptra, represents a bridge between pure and applied
mathematics. See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Mathematical Reviews 2138998 (2006c:01005). (EAM)
#33.3.70
See also: #33.3.8; #33.3.31; #33.3.42; #33.3.48; #33.3.75; #33.3.79; and #33.3.81.
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Aissani, Djamil. Mathématiques, commerce et société à Béjaïa (Bugia) au moment du séjour de Leonardo Fi-
bonacci XI–XIII siècles. [Mathematics, commerce and society in Bejaia during the time of Leonardo Fibonacci’s stay
(twelfth and thirteenth centuries)], Bollettino di Storia delle Scienze Matematiche 23 (2) (2005), 9–31. The paper
gives an overview of the scientific and cultural atmosphere of Bejaïa, an important center for commercial exchanges
with Pisa toward the end of the twelfth century. The paper also discusses the kind of mathematical sources that could
have been accessible to the young Fibonacci and could have influenced his Liber abaci. See the review by Julio
Samsó-Moya in Mathematical Reviews 2156623 (2006d:01015). (GSS) #33.3.71
Chabás, José. Were the Alfonsine tables of Toledo first used by their authors? in #33.3.2, pp. 142–150. A recon-
struction of calculations for a table of solar positions in the Alfonsine Tables compiled in Toledo for King Alfonso in
the late 13th century indicates that it should be dated to approximately 1278, and that its parameters were adopted by
the compilers of the Parisian Alfonsine Tables in the early 14th century. (KP) #33.3.72
Høyrup, Jens. Jacopo da Firenze and the beginning of Italian vernacular algebra, Historia Mathematica 33 (1)
(2006), 4–42. Examines Jacopo da Firenze’s 1307 Tractatus algorismi, a work containing the earliest existing algebra
in a European vernacular. The author argues that Jacopo’s work comes from a “Romance-speaking environment
engaged in algebra” separate from Fibonacci’s Liber abbaci. (SED) #33.3.73
Jacquart, Danielle. Bernard de Gordon et l’astrologie [Bernard de Gordon and astrology], in #33.3.2, pp. 151–
158. Discusses the role of astrology in medicine according to the work of the doctor and teacher Bernard de Gordon
in Montpellier around the turn of the 14th century. The author argues that Bernard was well informed on the subject
of medical astrology but did not necessarily consider it reliable in medical practice. (KP) #33.3.74
Jones, Alexander. A posy of Almagest scholia, in #33.3.2, pp. 69–78. A transcription and discussion of a set of
excerpts from related scholia found in medieval manuscripts of the Almagest, concerning pre-Ptolemaic star observa-
tions. (KP) #33.3.75
King, David A. 14th-century England or 9th-century Baghdad? New insights on the elusive astronomical instru-
ment called Navicula de Venetiis, in #33.3.2, pp. 204–226. This medieval English timekeeping device for determining
time of day from solar altitude and declination is explained mathematically, and the possible relationship of its uni-
versal horary dial to Islamic chronometric techniques is discussed. (KP) #33.3.76
North, John. Winchester 1067, in #33.3.2, pp. 130–141. Discusses a brief English manuscript translation of a
medieval Latin text on astrological conjunctions, which mentions both the Arabic astronomer al-Kindı¯ and Winchester,
where it is thought that Abraham ibn Ezra compiled his astronomical tables in the 12th century. The Winchester
tradition is probably the ultimate source of the calculations on which this text is based. (KP) #33.3.77
Novaes, Catarina Dutilh. Buridan’s consequentia: Consequence and inference within a token-based semantics,
History and Philosophy of Logic 26 (4) (2005), 277–297. Examines and reconstructs John Buridan’s theory of conse-
quentia. (SED) #33.3.78
Pingree, David. A Greek ephemeris for 796: The work of Stephanus the philosopher? in #33.3.2, pp. 79–82.
Examines the possibility that a clumsily constructed ephemeris for the year 796 found in a Greek manuscript is
identical with that mentioned by Stephanus in his On the Mathematical Art as his own work. (KP) #33.3.79
Rashed, Roshdi. Fibonacci et le prolongement latin des mathématiques arabes. [Fibonacci and the Latin exten-
sion of Arab mathematics], Bollettino di Storia delle Scienze Matematiche 23 (2) (2005), 55–73. This article analyzes
two problems posed to Fibonacci by John of Palermo and Theodor of Antioch. The analysis includes the solutions
given by the Eastern Arabic mathematicians and those provided by Fibonacci in the Liber quadratorum. The author
demonstrates that Fibonacci’s solutions are independent from those of his Arabic predecessors. See the review by
Julio Samsó-Moya in Mathematical Reviews 2156625 (2006d:01018). (GSS) #33.3.80
Shank, Michael H. Rings in a fluid heaven: The equatorium-driven physical astronomy of Guido de Marchia
(fl. 1292–1310), in #33.3.2, pp. 175–203. A survey of the early 14th-century Latin Treatise on the planitorbium,
a cosmological model treating planetary orbits as eccentric rings in a fluid medium rather than as a system of solid
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 33 (2006) 377–394 385transparent spheres. It is suggested that the treatise was probably written by Guido de Marchia, and that it provides
evidence that the late medieval Latin cosmological tradition was influenced less by Ptolemy’s Planetary Hypotheses
than by criticisms of homocentric cosmology. (KP) #33.3.81
See also: #33.3.8; #33.3.42; #33.3.46; #33.3.48; and #33.3.69.
Renaissance
Alexander, Amir. Harriot and Dee on exploration and mathematics: Did scientific imagery make for new scien-
tific practice? in #33.3.26, pp. 205–220. #33.3.82
Andersen, Kirsti. The Geometry of an Art: The History of the Mathematical Theory of Perspective from Alberti
to Monge, New York: Springer-Verlag, 2005, 447 pp., hardcover. This review of perspective covers 175 authors and
discusses the interactions of mathematicians with artisans and the theory of perspective with topics in mathematical
geometry. (SED) #33.3.83
Byrne, James Steven. A humanist history of mathematics? Regiomontanus’s Padua oration in context, Journal
of the History of Ideas 67 (1) (2006), 41–61. Examines the 1464 lecture of Regiomontanus on the history and utility
of mathematics and argues that “the vision of mathematics presented in it is . . . deeply grounded in the university
mathematical curriculum and in Regiomontanus’s own reading of mathematical texts.” (SED) #33.3.84
Docampo Rey, Javier. Reading Luca Pacioli’s Summa in Catalonia: An early 16th-century Catalan manuscript
on algebra and arithmetic, Historia Mathematica 33 (1) (2006), 43–62. This paper examines an anonymous early
16th-century Catalan manuscript on algebra and commercial arithmetic. This manuscript contains notes on Pacioli’s
Summa de Arithmetica, Geometria, Proportioni et Proportionalità and is related to a 1521 commercial arithmetic of
Joan Ventallol. (SED) #33.3.85
Franci, Raffaella. Leonardo Fibonacci and treatises on the abacus in Italy in the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-
turies [in Italian], Bollettino di Storia delle Scienze Matematiche 23 (2) (2003), 33–54. Demonstrates that the primary
influence of Leonardo Pisano’s Liber abbaci on the Italian abacus texts of the centuries of the title is found in the
contents and structure of texts and the creation of a distinction between didactic and scientific texts. See the review by
Warren Van Egmond in Mathematical Reviews 2156624 (2006c:01006). (EAM) #33.3.86
Goldoni, Giorgio. Copernicus decoded, Mathematical Intelligencer 27 (3) (2005), 12–30. The author traces his
personal rediscovery of Copernicus and uses it to vigorously argue that the supremacy of Copernican theory in De
Revolutionibus Orbium Coelestium (1543) is due to what Goldoni describes as its chief point: the determination of the
proportions of the planetary orbits. He closely compares Ptolemy’s geocentric theory in the Almagest to establish the
substantial differences. He also discusses Copernicus’s modern detractors including T. S. Kuhn, F. Hoyle, O. Neuge-
bauer, and possible reasons why they missed the (chief) point. See the review by Owen Gingerich in Mathematical
Reviews 2162989 (2006f:01011). (FA) #33.3.87
Goulding, Robert. Method and mathematics: Peter Ramus’s histories of the sciences, Journal of the History of
Ideas 67 (1) (2006), 63–85. Examines the work of Peter Ramus (1515–1572) in the history of mathematics. (SED)
#33.3.88
Kremer, Richard L. Wenzel Faber’s table for finding true syzygy, in #33.3.2, pp. 305–329. This paper translates
and analyzes an astronomical table for correcting mean syzygies to true ones, compiled by the late 15th-century
Leipzig astronomer Wenzel Faber, which simplifies the earlier technique of Nicholaus de Heybech. (KP) #33.3.89
Malet, Antoni. Renaissance notions of number and magnitude, Historia Mathematica 33 (1) (2006), 63–81. This
paper examines three Renaissance editions of Euclid’s Elements in order to trace changes to the notions of number
and magnitude. (SED) #33.3.90
Popper, Nicholas. “Abraham, planter of mathematics”: Histories of mathematics and astrology in early modern
Europe, Journal of the History of Ideas 67 (1) (2006), 87–106. Surveying the late 15th through the 17th centuries, this
paper surveys work done in the history of mathematics, astrology, and astronomy during the early modern era. (SED)
#33.3.91
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Andriesse, C. D. Huygens: The Man behind the Principle, Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2005, 480 pp.,
hardcover. This biography of the Dutch mathematician, Christiaan Huygens, discusses his achievements and discov-
eries in detail. (SED) #33.3.92
Beeley, Philip; and Scriba, Christoph, eds. The Correspondence of John Wallis. Vol. II (1660–September 1668),
Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 2005. xxxviii+682 pp. The second of a projected six volumes of correspondence (the first
volume was abstracted here as #30.4.29) that primarily deals with Wallis’s reviews of mathematical books, his work
on Pell’s equation, a special case of Fermat’s last theorem, and properties of the cycloid, as well as a wide variety of
non-mathematical matters. Brief biographies of correspondents are included. See the review by Douglas M. Jesseph
in Mathematical Reviews 2105502 (2006c:01011). (EAM) #33.3.93
Bennett, Jim. Mathematics, instruments and navigation, 1600–1800, in #33.3.27, pp. 43–55. Discusses the con-
tinued use and development of mathematical instruments (chiefly those for angle measurement such as the quadrant,
the astrolabe and their kin) during the expansion of navigational methods in the early modern period. These instru-
ments failed, however, to resolve the famous longitude problem, which ultimately required advances in chronometry.
See the review by Luigi Pepe in Mathematical Reviews 2149143. (KP) #33.3.94
Cohen, I. B. See #33.3.96.
Dijkersterhuis, F. J. Lenses and Waves: Christiaan Huygens and the Mathematical Science of Optics in the
Seventeenth Century, New York: Springer-Verlag, 2004, 289 pp., hardcover. This book discusses Huygens’ analysis
of lenses and telescopes and the development of his wave theory of light. (SED) #33.3.95
Ducheyne, Steffen. Mathematical models in Newton’s Principia: A new view of the “Newtonian style”. Com-
ment on: The Newtonian revolution [Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1980; Mathematical Reviews 0599360] by
I. B. Cohen, International Studies in the Philosophy of Science 19 (1) (2005), 1–19. The author argues that Newton’s
methodology in the Principia must be explained in light of its differences from the hypothetical-deductive method that
Newton explicitly rejected. It is suggested that the driving force was the internal dynamics of Newton’s increasingly
complex models of force functions, rather than the refinement of “mental constructs” through comparisons with nature
that Cohen proposes. (KP) #33.3.96
Hall, Rupert. Isaac Newton: Creator of the Cambridge scientific tradition, in #33.3.15, pp. 36–50. (KP) #33.3.97
Knobloch, Eberhard. Beyond Cartesian limits: Leibniz’s passage from algebraic to “transcendental” mathemat-
ics, Historia Mathematica 33 (1) (2006), 113–131. This paper examines the reception of Descartes’ mathematics by
Leibniz. The latter’s reaction to the limits of Descartes work resulted in the introduction of transcendental notions.
(SED) #33.3.98
Malcolm, Noel; and Stedall, Jacqueline. John Pell (1611–1685) and His Correspondence with Sir Charles
Cavendish: The Mental World of an Early Modern Mathematician, Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 2005, hardcover,
657 pp. This work gives an account of the life and mathematics of John Pell as well as an annotated collection
of the correspondence between Pell and his patron Cavendish. See the review by Rob Bradley at MAA Online
[http://www.maa.org/reviews/JohnPell.html]. (SED) #33.3.99
Massa Esteve, Ma. Rosa. Algebra and geometry in Pietro Mengoli (1625–1686), Historia Mathematica 33 (1)
(2006), 82–112. This paper examines the interplay of algebra and geometry in the work on quadratures by Pietro
Mengoli, a student of Bonaventura Cavalieri. (SED) #33.3.100
Panza, Marco. Newton et les origines de l’analyse: 1664–1666 [Newton and the origins of analysis: 1664–1666],
Paris: Librairie Scientifique et Technique Albert Blanchard, 2005, xviii+548 pp. The author aims to reconstruct the
origin of mathematical analysis as developed by Newton and Leibniz and later expanded by Euler and Cauchy. The
book is divided into three parts: First readings, Attempts at unification, and Towards the theory of fluxions. In the first
part, Descartes’ method of tangents is analyzed and Newton’s reflections on the work are given. The development of
Newton’s ideas follows. Next is a look at how Newton came to find the link between quadratures and tangents. The
last part leads up to a description of the 1666 work on fluxions. Throughout the book, the author analyzes the way in
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Reviews 2153198 (2006d:01011). (GSS) #33.3.101
Rosenfeld, B. A. The analytic principle of continuity, translated (in part) from the Russian by Abe Shenitzer,
American Mathematical Monthly 112 (8) (2005), 743–748. Translation of the first four sections of Rosenfeld’s 1965
Russian article, “Analytic principles of continuity in geometry” (Mathematical Reviews 0192984). These sections
discuss the emergence of this principle in the work of Kepler, Leibniz, Euler, Carnot, and Poncelet. (KP) #33.3.102
Scriba, Christoph. See #33.3.93.
Shenitzer, Abe. See #33.3.102.
Stedall, Jacqueline. See #33.3.99.
Suzuki, Jeff. The lost calculus (1637–1670): Tangency and optimization without limits, Mathematics Magazine
87 (5) (2005), 339–353. An investigation of the “lost calculus” (that is, a calculus free of limits) established by
Descartes and developed by Hudde. (SED) #33.3.103
See also: #33.3.15; #33.3.26; #33.3.83; and #33.3.91.
18th Century
Bernoulli, Jacob. The Art of Conjecturing, together with “Letter to a Friend on Sets in Court Tennis,” trans.
Edith Dudley Sylla, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 2006, hardcover, 430 pp. This translation of Bernoulli’s
posthumously published work on probability includes notes and an introduction by the translator. It also includes
Bernoulli’s discussion of court tennis, one of the book’s original two appendices. See the review by Fernando Q.
Gouvêa at MAA Online [http://www.maa.org/reviews/brief_mar06.html]. (SED) #33.3.104
Bibiloni, Lluìs; Viader, Pelegrì; and Paradìs, Jaume. On a series of Goldbach and Euler, American Mathematical
Monthly 113 (3) (2006), 206–220. The authors give the original proof, a reconstruction of this proof, and a modern
proof of Theorem 1 from Euler’s “Variae observationes circa series infinitas,” which they call the Goldbach–Euler
Theorem. (SED) #33.3.105
De Cristofaro, Rodolfo. The analytical solution to the problem of statistical induction. Statistica (Bologna) 63
(2) (2003), 411–423. A discussion and defense of the analytical solution to the problem of the title, treating the
work of Bayes, Laplace, Fisher, Neyman-Pearson. Finetti, Savage, and Carnap. See the review by David Bellhouse in
Mathematical Reviews 2146506 (2006c:62007). (EAM) #33.3.106
Dudley Sylla, Edith. See #33.3.104.
Eisenstaedt, Jean. Light and relativity, a previously unknown eighteenth-century manuscript by Robert Blair
(1748–1828), Annals of Science 62 (3) (2005), 347–376. The obscure Scottish astronomer Robert Blair wrote in 1786
a paper (never published) treating the Newtonian kinematics of light, which anticipated some ideas of, e.g., Arago and
Michelson on the velocity of light and its implications for measurements of motion. (KP) #33.3.107
Frediani, Aldo. The universal equation solver: From a mathematical idea to a machine [in Italian], in Ricordando
Franco Conti [Remembering Franco Conti] (Pisa: Scuola Norm. Sup., 2004), pp. 211–216. Describes an article in the
French Encyclopédie of 1751 on a machine for the graphical solution of equations of arbitrary degree, and the late
20th-century equation-solving machines inspired by it, one of which was co-patented by Conti in 1994. See the review
by Joseph W. Dauben in Mathematical Reviews 2153315 (2006f:01002). (KP) #33.3.108
Grabiner, Judith V. Was Newton’s calculus a dead end? The Continental influence of Maclaurin’s Treatise of
Fluxions, in #33.3.27, pp. 57–81. #33.3.109
Grier, David Alan. When Computers Were Human, Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 2005, hardcover, 411 pp.
This work discusses the history of human computing from the 1750s to the emergence of electronic computers. See
the review by Amy Shell-Gellasch at MAA Online [http://www.maa.org/reviews/ComputersHuman.html]. (SED)
#33.3.110
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Playfair, William. The Commercial and Political Atlas and Statistical Breviary, with an introduction by Howard
Wainer and Ian Spence, Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2005, hardcover. This edition of two of Playfair’s books
on statistics includes a 35-page introduction setting his life and work in historical context. See the review by Gudmund
Iversen at MAA Online [http://www.maa.org/reviews/brief_feb06.html]. (SED) #33.3.111
Spence, Ian. See #33.3.111.
Steffens, Karl-Georg. The History of Approximation Theory: From Euler to Berstein, Boston, Basel, Berlin:
Birkhäuser, 2005, 220 pp., softcover. Focussing on the work and interactions of mathematicians from the St. Petersburg
Mathematical School with those of Göttingen, the author discusses the development of approximation theory. (SED)
#33.3.112
Thiele, Rüdiger. The mathematics and science of Leonhard Euler (1707–1783), in #33.3.27, pp. 81–140. A sum-
mary of the life and works of Euler, giving particular emphasis to the development of the function concept. There are
illustrations of people and places in Euler’s life along with title pages and excerpts from publications. See the review
by E. J. Barbeau in Mathematical Reviews 2149145 (2006d:01012). (GSS) #33.3.113
Viader, Pelegrì. See #33.3.105.
Wainer, Howard. See #33.3.111.
See also: #33.3.15; #33.3.83; #33.3.94; and #33.3.102.
19th Century
Altmann, Simon; and Ortiz, Eduardo L., eds. Mathematics and Social Utopias in France: Olinde Rodrigues and
His Times, Washington, DC and London: American Mathematical Society and London Mathematical Society, 2005,
hardcover, 168 pp. A collection of essays on the life and mathematical work of Olinde Rodrigues. These essays are
listed separately as #33.3.115; #33.3.116; #33.3.119; #33.3.120; #33.3.128; #33.3.134; and #33.3.137. See the review
by David M. Bressoud at MAA Online [http://www.maa.org/reviews/SocialUtopias.html]. (SED) #33.3.114
Altmann, Simon; Siminovitch, David; and Ratcliffe, Barrie M. Olinde Rodrigues and his times, in #33.3.114,
pp. 5–38. #33.3.115
Askey, Richard. The 1839 paper on permutations: Its relation to the Rodrigues formula and further developments,
in #33.3.114, pp. 105–118. #33.3.116
Baker, Roger. See #33.3.135.
Chang, Hasok; and Yi, Sang Wook. The absolute and its measurement: William Thomson on temperature, An-
nals of Science 62 (3) (2005), 281–308. Explores the efforts of William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) to define absolute
temperature in an experimentally useful way that would be independent of the properties of particular thermometric
substances. (KP) #33.3.117
Christenson, Charles. See #33.3.135.
Dauben, Joseph W. The battle for Cantorian set theory, in #33.3.27, pp. 221–241. Describes Cantor’s major
discoveries in set theory in the context of his struggles with mental illness and his religious views. See the review by
John W. Dawson, Jr. in Mathematical Reviews 2149149 (2006e:01010). (KP) #33.3.118
Ferruta, Paola. Euphrasie and Olinde Rodrigues: The “woman question” within Saint-Simonism, in #33.3.114,
pp. 71–94. #33.3.119
Grattan-Guinness, Ivor. Rodrigues’s early work in mathematics, 1813–1816, in #33.3.114, pp. 95–104.
#33.3.120
Gray, Jeremy. Olinde Rodrigues’s paper of 1840 on a group of transformations, in #33.3.114, pp. 131–140.
#33.3.121
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Journal of Bifurcation and Chaos 15 (9) (2005), 2703–2716. Explores the history of dynamical systems theory during
the early period from 1885 to 1975 and more recently. (SED) #33.3.122
Hyman, Anthony. Charles Babbage: Science and reform, in #33.3.15, pp. 79–93. (KP) #33.3.123
Kollerstrom, Nicholas. An hiatus in history: The British claim for Neptune’s co-prediction, 1845–1846: Part 1,
History of Science 44 (1) (2006), 1–28. A re-telling of the Neptune discovery priority dispute based on previously
unpublished information from the “Neptune file” of the Royal Observatory at Greenwich. (SED) #33.3.124
Maritz, Pieter. Sir Thomas Muir, 1844–1934, Linear Algebra and Its Applications 411 (1) (2005), 3–67. A dis-
cussion of the life and publications of Sir Thomas Muir. (SED) #33.3.125
Martin, Thierry, ed. Actualité de Cournot, Paris: Vrin, 2005, 222 pp. This book is based upon a meeting held in
2001 to celebrate the bicentenary of the birth of A. A. Cournot (1801–1877) in his hometown of Gray in France. He
is best remembered for his work on economics, which duly gains the attention of several articles; but the other cover
his contributions to mechanics and to probability theory, and to the philosophies of science and of history. (IGG)
#33.3.126
Naik, Prahallad Chandra. Samanta’s planet placing, Current Science 89 (1) (2005), 211–214. Discusses the
arrangement of the five star-planets in Samanta Chandra Sekhar’s 1899 astronomical work Siddha¯nta-darpan
.
a. The
resemblances between these models (based on traditional Indian geocentric astronomy and on Chandra Sekhar’s own
observations) and some results of modern astronomy are explained. (KP) #33.3.127
Orde, Henry See #33.3.135.
Ortiz, Eduardo L. After Rodrigues: From rotations to quaternions, in #33.3.114, pp. 141–151. #33.3.128
Ortiz, Eduardo L. See also #33.3.114.
Parshall, Karen Hunger. The emergence of the American mathematical research community, in #33.3.27,
pp. 183–202. Discusses the maturing of American mathematical research in the last quarter of the 19th century,
powered especially by the students working with J. J. Sylvester at Johns Hopkins, with Felix Klein in Germany, and
with E. H. Moore at Chicago. (KP) #33.3.129
Peckhaus, Volker. 19th century logic between philosophy and logic, in #33.3.27, pp. 203–220. (SED) #33.3.130
Phillips, Christopher. Robert Woodhouse and the evolution of Cambridge mathematics, History of Science 44
(1) (2006), 69–94. The author turns to the later works of Cambridge mathematician Robert Woodhouse (1773–1827)
in order to better understand his career and the impact that he had on the Cambridge mathematics curriculum. (SED)
#33.3.131
Pieper, Herbert. Alexander von Humboldt und die Berufung Jacob Jacobis an die Wiener Universität [Alexander
von Humboldt and the appointment of Jacob Jacobi to the University of Vienna], NTM (N.S.) 13 (3) (2005), 137–155.
Discusses the history of Jacobi’s appointment by Emperor Franz Josef as full professor at the University of Vienna,
and the efforts of Alexander von Humboldt to keep Jacobi at the Academy of Sciences in Berlin. (KP) #33.3.132
Pippard, Brian. Thomson, Rutherford and atomic physics at the Cavendish, in #33.3.15, pp. 155–171. (KP)
#33.3.133
Ratcliffe, Barrie M. Towards a better understanding of Olinde Rodrigues and his circle: Family and faith in his
life and career, in #33.3.114, pp. 39–70. #33.3.134
Ratcliffe, Barrie M. See #33.3.115.
Riemann, Bernhard. Collected Papers, trans. Roger Baker, Charles Christenson and Henry Orde, Heber City,
UT: Kendrick Press, 2004, 555 pp., paperback. An English translation of almost all of the papers in Weber’s edition
of Riemann’s Gesammelte Mathematische Werke. Weber’s notes, as well as additional notes by the translators, are
included. See the review by Fernando Q. Gouvêa at MAA Online [http://www.maa.org/reviews/brief_mar06.html].
(SED) #33.3.135
390 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 33 (2006) 377–394Schaffer, Simon. James Clerk Maxwell, in #33.3.15, pp. 123–140. (KP) #33.3.136
Siminovitch, David. See #33.3.115.
Tamm, Ulrich. Olinde Rodrigues and combinatorics, in #33.3.114, pp. 119–130. #33.3.137
Warwick, Andrew. Masters of Theory: Cambridge and the Rise of Mathematical Physics, Chicago: Univ. of
Chicago Press, 2003, xiv+572 pp. A pedagogical history of mathematical physics focusing on the intense training of
the 19th- and 20th-century Cambridge University “Wranglers.” The impacts of individual coaching and the material
culture of the field are illustrated by case studies including the reception of relativity theory. (KP) #33.3.138
Wilson, David B. Stokes and Kelvin, Cambridge and Glasgow, light and heat, in #33.3.15, pp. 107–122. (KP)
#33.3.139
Yeo, Richard. William Whewell: A Cambridge historian and philosopher of science, in #33.3.15, pp. 51–63.
(KP) #33.3.140
Yi, Sang Wook. See #33.3.117.
See also: #33.3.5; #33.3.11; #33.3.15; #33.3.102; #33.3.106; #33.3.110; #33.3.112; #33.3.147; #33.3.160;
#33.3.170; and #33.3.180.
20th Century
Albert, Nancy E. A3 & His Algebra: How a Boy from Chicago’s West Side Became a Force in American Mathe-
matics, New York: iUniverse, Inc., 2005, 366 pp. This biography of the twentieth-century algebraist A. Adrian Albert
is written by his daughter. See the essay review by Lance W. Small in Notices of the American Mathematical Society
52 (11) (2005), 1340–1342. (SED) #33.3.141
Bobkov, S. G.; and Götze, F. Complement to the paper: “On the central limit theorem along subsequences of
noncorrelated observations”, Teoriya Veroyatnosteı˘ i ee Primeneniya 49 (2) (2004), 412–414. A historical addendum
to the cited paper, which appeared as Teoriya Veroyatnosteı˘ i ee Primeneniya 48 (4) (2003), 745–765 (Mathematical
Reviews 2142522). See the review by Fazil A. Aliev in Mathematical Reviews 2144311 (2006d:60040), reproduced
below in its entirety: “The authors present some additional historical remarks to their paper cited in the heading.” (KP)
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Bolibruch, A. A.; Osipov, Yu.; Sinai, Ya. G., eds. Mathematical Events of the Twentieth Century, New York:
Springer-Verlag, 2006, 545 pp., hardcover. This collection of articles recounts exceptional events in 20th-century
mathematics in which Russian and Soviet mathematicians figured prominently. See Mathematical Reviews 2179060
(2006e:01011) for a list of the volume’s contents. (SED) #33.3.143
Boltyanski, V. Separation of convex cones and extremal problems, in #33.3.158, pp. 205–213. Describes the
author’s 1958 use of topology to prove the maximum principle in variational calculus and the subsequent development
of the general tent method to solve extremal problems. (KP) #33.3.144
Casadio, Giuseppina; and Zappa, Guido. The history of p-groups from their origins until 1919 [in Italian],
Bollettino di Storia delle Scienze Matematiche 21 (1) (2001), 15–33. A brief history of finite p-groups from their
origins until 1919, including a 78-item bibliography. Many of the results from 1845–1900 appeared in Burnside’s
classic text Theory of Groups of Finite Order [Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1897; JFM 28.0118.03]. The
discussion of the period from 1900–1919 is focused on the work of Miller, W. B. Fite, and Burnside. See the review
by Richard Davitt in Mathematical Reviews 2141272 (2006c:20002). (EAM) #33.3.145
Castell, Lutz; and Ischebeck, Otfried, eds. Time, Quantum and Information, Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 2004,
xiv+454 pp. (corrected second printing of the 2003 original). A collection of essays commemorating the 90th birthday
of Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker and focusing on his contributions to 20th-century physics. (KP) #33.3.146
Corry, Leo. David Hilbert and the Axiomization of Physics (1898–1918), New York: Springer-Verlag, 2004,
513 pp., hardcover. This book investigates Hilbert’s contributions to physics, heavily using unpublished sources.
(SED) #33.3.147
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 33 (2006) 377–394 391Cottle, Richard W. Linear complementarity since 1978, in #33.3.158, pp. 239–257. Surveys developments since
1978 on the existence of solutions, complexity, degeneracy resolution, algorithms, software products, and applications
and generalizations of the linear complementarity problem. (KP) #33.3.148
Dardo, Mauro. Nobel Laureates and Twentieth-Century Physics, Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2004,
546 pp. This volume details the personalities and concepts of 20th-century physics. (SED) #33.3.149
Dauxois, Thierry; Peyrard, Michel; and Ruffo, Stefano. The Fermi–Pasta–Ulam “numerical experiment”: His-
tory and pedagogical perspectives, European Journal of Physics 26 (5) (2005), S3–S11. Briefly surveys the history
of the Fermi–Pasta–Ulam 1953 simulations of the motion of a vibrating string, a pioneering instance of computer
simulation. (KP) #33.3.150
Davis, Martin. The incompleteness theorem, Notices of the American Mathematical Society 53 (4) (2006), 414–
418. This paper discusses the proof and reception of Gödel’s incompleteness theorem. (SED) #33.3.151
Dawson, John W. In quest of Kurt Gödel: Reflections of a biographer, Notices of the American Mathematical
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Epple, Moritz; Karachalios, Andreas; and Remmert, Volker R. Aerodynamics and mathematics in National So-
cialist Germany and Fascist Italy: A comparison of research institutes, Osiris (2) 20 (2005), 131–158. Investigates
the development of three mathematical institutes in Germany and Italy outside the university system, spurred by the
National Socialist and Fascist governments’ requirements for war-related technical research. (KP) #33.3.153
Ewald, William. Hilbert’s wide program, in Logic Colloquium 2000 (Urbana, IL: Association for Symbolic
Logic, 2005), pp. 228–251. The author argues for a different view of Hilbert’s views on foundations of mathematics
based on all of his lecture courses. To quote the author, “First, he sought to extend the new techniques of set theory and
abstract axiomatics, inaugurated by Dedekind and Cantor and elaborated by himself, to the whole of mathematics, both
pure and applied. Secondly, it was his special insight that these new methods could themselves be made the subject
of a precise, axiomatic analysis, and that the result was likely to be of fundamental importance to mathematics as a
whole.” See the review by Volker Peckhaus in Mathematical Reviews 2143880 (2006d:03005). (GSS) #33.3.154
Feferman, Solomon. The impact of the incompleteness theorems on mathematics, Notices of the American Math-
ematical Society 53 (4) (2006), 434–439. This paper surveys the relevance that Gödel’s incompleteness theorems have
had in mathematics. (SED) #33.3.155
Floyd, Juliet; and Kanamori, Akihiro. How Gödel transformed set theory, Notices of the American Mathemat-
ical Society 53 (4) (2006), 419–427. A survey of developments in set theory before and after Gödel’s work on the
constructible universe L. (SED) #33.3.156
Franzén, Torkel. The popular impact of Gödel’s incompleteness theorem, Notices of the American Mathematical
Society 53 (4) (2006), 440–443. Reflections on the appeal of Gödel’s incompleteness theorem outside of mathematics.
(SED) #33.3.157
Giannessi, Franco; and Maugeri, Antonino, eds. Variational Analysis and Applications, New York: Springer-
Verlag, 2005, xii+1184 pp. Proceedings of the 38th Conference of the School of Mathematics “G. Stampacchia” in
memory of Stampacchia and J.-L. Lions held in Erice, June 20–July 1, 2003. The two papers with historical content
are abstracted separately as #33.3.144 and #33.3.148. (KP) #33.3.158
Goldfarb, Warren. On Gödel’s way in: The influence of Rudolf Carnap, Bulletin of Symbolic Logic 11 (2) (2005),
185–193. This paper discusses progress of both Carnap and Gödel in mathematical logic from 1925 to 1930, with a
focus on model theory. See the review by Ivor Grattan-Guinness in Mathematical Reviews 2132114 (2006c:03002).
(EAM) #33.3.159
Götze, F. See #33.3.142.
Grattan-Guinness, Ivor. The duo from Trinity: A. N. Whitehead and Bertrand Russell on the foundations of
mathematics, 1895–1925, in #33.3.15, pp. 141–154. (KP) #33.3.160
392 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 33 (2006) 377–394Guerraggio, Angelo; and Nastasi, Pietro. Italian Mathematics between the Two World Wars, Boston/Basel/Berlin:
Birkhäuser, 2005, 300 pp., hardcover. This history includes a discussion of the academic, social, and political influ-
ences on Italian mathematics during the interwar period. (SED) #33.3.161
Hodges, Andrew. Alan Turing, in #33.3.15, pp. 253–268. (KP) #33.3.162
Horvath, J. A Panorama of Hungarian Mathematics in the Twentieth Century, I, New York: Springer-Verlag,
2005, 580 pp., hardcover. This first of a two-volume series presents results and biographies of 20th-century Hungarian
mathematicians. (SED) #33.3.163
Ischebeck, Otfried. See #33.3.146.
Kanamori, Akihiro. Zermelo and set theory, Bulletin of Symbolic Logic 10 (4) (2004), 487–553. A survey
of Zermelo’s work in set theory. The author presents the proofs of Zermelo’s main theorems in terms of his own
perspective, as well as from an up-to-date viewpoint. He also makes clear the relationship of Zermelo’s work to the
ideas of Cantor, Dedekind, Fraenkel, von Neumann, and Gödel. See the review by E. Mendelson in Mathematical
Reviews 2136635 (2006d:03007). (GSS) #33.3.164
Kanamori, Akihiro. See also #33.3.156.
Karachalios, Andreas. See #33.3.153.
Körner, Tom. Mary Cartwright, in #33.3.15, pp. 282–298. (KP) #33.3.165
Kragh, Helge. Paul Dirac: A quantum genius, in #33.3.15, pp. 240–252. (KP) #33.3.166
Kusuoka, S. See #33.3.172.
Longair, Malcolm. Arthur Stanley Eddington, in #33.3.15, pp. 220–239. (KP) #33.3.167
Mancosu, Paolo. Harvard 1940–1941: Tarski, Carnap and Quine on a finitistic language of mathematics for
science, History and Philosophy of Logic 26 (4) (2005), 327–357. Surveys the 80 pages of notes of Carnap on the
discussions he had with Tarski and Quine on the philosophy of mathematics while the three spent the 1940–1941
academic year at Harvard. (SED) #33.3.168
Marchal, C. Determinism, random, chaos, freedom. Henri Poincaré and the revolution of scientific ideas in
the twentieth century, Regular & Chaotic Dynamics 10 (3) (2005), 227–237. Discusses the late nineteenth-century
ascendancy of deterministic views of science and the role of Poincaré in their decline, via his philosophical ideas as
well as his scientific work on nondeterministic theories. The author argues that these developments and subsequent
work in fields such as chaos theory have led to “new perspectives on consciousness and freedom while materialism is
no longer a must.” (KP) #33.3.169
Marchisotto, Elena; and Smith, James T. The Legacy of Mario Pieri in Arithmetic and Geometry, Boston, Basel,
Berlin: Birkhäuser, 2005, 420 pp., hardcover. This first of a two-volume investigation of Pieri’s work includes trans-
lations into English of two of his important results in arithmetic and geometry. (SED) #33.3.170
Maruyama, T. See #33.3.172.
Maugeri, Antonino. See #33.3.158.
Mitton, Simon. Stephen W. Hawking, in #33.3.15, pp. 338–343. (KP) #33.3.171
Mutoh, Isao. Mathematical economics in Vienna between the wars, in S. Kusuoka and T. Maruyama, eds.,
Advances in Mathematical Economics, vol. 5 (Tokyo: Springer-Verlag, 2003), pp. 167–195. Examines the impact
of the intellectual climate of post-WWI Vienna, including research on economics and convex analysis as well as
prevailing views on the philosophy of mathematics and science, upon Wald’s groundbreaking solution of the existence
problem in mathematical economics. (KP) #33.3.172
Nastasi, Pietro. See #33.3.161.
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 33 (2006) 377–394 393Novikov, S. P. Algebraic Topology, Moscow: Rossiı˘skaya Akademiya Nauk, Matematicheskiı˘ Institut im.
V. A. Steklova, 2004, 46 pp. An insider’s view by a prominent topologist of the development of algebraic topol-
ogy, discussing a wide spectrum of ideas in their historical sequence, and including the author’s own personal views.
See the review by Rostislav Matveyev in Mathematical Reviews 2141343 (2006d:55001). (GSS) #33.3.173
Novikov, S. P. Topology in the 20th century: A view from the inside [in Russian], Uspekhi Matematicheskikh
Nauk 59 (2004), 3–28; translation in Russian Mathematical Surveys 59 (5) (2004), 803–829. The author gives a
survey and personal account of developments in 20th-century algebraic topology. See the review by Boris Goldfarb in
Mathematical Reviews 2125926 (2006c:01010). (EAM) #33.3.174
Osipov, Yu. See #33.3.143.
Peyrard, Michel. See #33.3.150.
Rédei, Miklós. John von Neumann on mathematical and axiomatic physics, in #33.3.5, pp. 43–54. #33.3.175
Rédei, Miklós, ed. John von Neumann: Selected Letters, Washington, DC and London: American Mathematical
Society and London Mathematical Society, 2005, hardcover, 301 pp. This annotated collection of letters from von
Neumann includes short essays on his life and work. See the review by Darren Glass at MAA Online [http://www.maa.
org/reviews/vonNeumannLetters.html]. (SED) #33.3.176
Remmert, Volker R. See #33.3.153.
Roquette, P. The Brauer–Hasse–Noether Theorem in Historical Perspective, New York: Springer-Verlag, 2004,
92 pp., softcover. Utilizing extensive correspondence and other unpublished documents, Roquette discusses the
Brauer–Hasse–Noether Theorem. (SED) #33.3.177
Ruffo, Stefano. See #33.3.150.
Shanker, Stuart. Turing and the origins of AI, in #33.3.27, pp. 297–328. (SED) #33.3.178
Sigmund, Karl. Pictures at an exhibition, Notices of the American Mathematical Society 53 (4) (2006), 428–
432. The author gives a preview of the exhibition on the life and times of Gödel, which he assembled for the Gödel
centenary celebration in Vienna. (SED) #33.3.179
Sinai, Ya. G. See #33.3.143.
Smith, James T. See #33.3.170.
Takeuti, Gaisi. See #33.3.181.
Thiele, Rüdiger. Hilbert and his twenty-four problems, in #33.3.27, pp. 243–295. Surveys the 23 problems pre-
sented in Hilbert’s 1900 Paris lecture and an unpublished problem formulated by Hilbert for evaluating the simplicity
of proofs. See the review by Arne Schirrmacher in Mathematical Reviews 2149150. (KP) #33.3.180
van Atten, Mark. On Gödel’s awareness of Skolem’s Helsinki lecture, with an appendix by Gaisi Takeuti. History
and Philosophy of Logic 26 (4) (2005), 321–326. Argues that the existence of a 1928 library slip in which Gödel
requested Skolem’s paper does not contradict Gödel’s claim that he did not know Skolem’s lecture while working on
his dissertation. (SED) #33.3.181
Wilson, Robin J. Hardy and Littlewood, in #33.3.15, pp. 202–219. (KP) #33.3.182
Zabusky, Norman J. Fermi–Pasta–Ulam, solitons and the fabric of nonlinear and computational science: History,
synergetics, and visiometrics, Chaos 15 (1) (2005), Article 015102, 16 pp. (electronic). This paper discusses the early
history of nonlinear and computational physics and mathematics. (SED) #33.3.183
Zappa, Guido. See #33.3.145.
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